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Introduction

The report on this year' u (Year II) research .for, the WI progrms.
. -

covers three areas: I) the continued evaluation of the One-oriented

curriculum that is currently being Used in tbs Ziff-programs 2) the over-

ll level of competence of children in,the ZVI program independent of-

the experimental study just comPleted, end 3) the evaluation of the day-

care center tsaieing program directed by Mrs. Nutlet Steknberg. This

latter program is based, in part, upon the lesson plan strategy developed

for the IVY program.

Both the choice of curricalmt material and the teacher training method

in the experimental portion of the rvY program were contained in the report

prepared by this writer on the previous year's work (Webb, 1973). We be-

lieve, however, that we bars since developed our ideas on the notions of

intelligence sore fully, and we see these theoretical advances as a sig-

nificant part of our contribution to sarlY education in geneiai.

The rtport on the Year II research will be somewhat simpler than that

2repare4 for Year I. A number of methodological problem (e.g., time-

sampling techniques for teacher observations, training and monitoriug of

testers) were worked out during Year I and discussed at length in the pre-

vious report. Also, some empirical points (e.g., the difference between

experimental teachers' behavior when using the lesson plans versus control

teachers' behavior during their own lessons) swemed so clear that they were

not worthy of replication. Overall, the results from Year II are amenable

to a sircler presentation since our conclusions this year depend less on

complex patterning in the results than they did in Year I.
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As in the previous year's work, the content of the curriculum was based

upon &particular view of the nature of"Lntelligence. in the previous report.

this writer suggested that the general concept of intelligence should be

analyzed into at least three separable, but not statistically independent,

components called power, structure, andstyle. Power was described as the

general efficiency of mental operations most similar to Spearman's 1. The

literature suggested that this is an extremely &table human characteristic

after the age of three or four end probably not a suitable candidate for

ennerimental modification. The structural components of intelligence are the

basic underlying Operations of thought that do not vary among normal members

of the Species. These are, in effect, the species-specific aspects of human

intelligence. No intervention'short of the most extreme efforts at environ-
-,

mental modification would he expected to have any significant effect on these

oompoments of intelligence.

lAibelieve that most programs of preschool intervention have errone-

ously attained to modify power cr structure and in so doimwheve been

predestined to failure. We would propose, however, that a thoughtful

analysis,of the social aspects of human intelligence provides& new basis

for intervention salons that is *wham; likely to produce long-term

effects.

At first glances there appear to be at least three distinct, although

interrelated. Proceises by which social factors mediate intellectual growth.

Pirst,'& secure attachment with &mother or mother figure appears to facili-

tate exploration endplay in infamy (Ainsworth & Bell, 1969; Harlow &

Harlow, 1969; Main, 1973; Pheingold a Eckermant 1969), and these activities
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seem te'be essential aspects of intellectual growth. Main (1973), in fact,

bee demonetratea:1b6b only that a secure attachment relationebip caniw4iate

intellectual performance by modifying play, exploration, and social inter-

action, but also that securely attached children outperfOrmed insecurely

attached children by about 23 points on the Bayley Mental Scale. Main

argued that the gain in DQ Points was due, in part, to the social skill

shown:by tha secure children'in dealing with the examiner.

. A second role.that social factorg play in intellectual growth is the

providing of models for incorporation into the child** behavioral reper-

toire. Due perhaps to the pervasive influence of Piagetian constructivist

epistemology, the role of models in the development of intelligence has

been a relatively neglected topic in recent years--with the notable ex-

ception of the work of Jerome Bruner Mbst of the work on modelling

(e.g., Bambara, 2969) has been concerned with,ancialiraticm par se (e.g.,

why acme models are accePted more readily than others; Flanders, 1968)

rather than with the incorporation of intellectual.skills. It is possible

to assert, however, that modelling processes are essential to the child's

intellectual growth. In infancy, social models may demonstrate patterns

of reciprocal play which say, in turn, constitute prototypes Bor later

instructional interactions. In later childhood, children are expected

to incorporate many specifi: models bf both behavioralskills (e.g., how

to ride a. bicycle) and intellectual skills (e.g., mathematical operations

of algebra). Neither of these abilities follows automatically from the

self-regulated intellectual development of the child,.put depends on the

incorporation of cultural tools. Mbile there are certainly constraints--

6
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both motoric and intellectualthat limit the process of acculturation,

coppetence :3 as Much a function of the tools available in one's culture

and the use one puts them to as of any intrinsic factors.

The third role that social factors play in intellectualgrowth, and

the primary tapiC for discussion hero, is the socialisation of a child to

the intellectual world view of his social group; this topic appears to have

considerable relevance for ethnic and social-class differences in intellectual

performance, and for the problem of educational intervention. If it may-be

assumed that a child's sintellsctual" APProach to life is shaped by the

availability of cultural models and the quality (e.g., security or in-

security).of his relationship with sigoifiCant persons, the question still

remains: to what is the child being socialized? Sow does his social ex-

perience affect his approach to intellectual activity? The thesis on which

our work with the IVY program has been based is that there are *pap:int

and pervasive differences in the intellectual functioning of children

that may not to tapped hY conventional IQ and achievement measures and

that are closely related to particular kinds of social experience.

Hess's (1970) reviewdemonstrates that there is a major controversy

over the means by which ethnic and social class factors affect the develop-

ment of children. Often the effects themselves are well-known--as in the

connection between social class and school performance, or between race

and IQ in this countrybut there is essentially no understanding of what

processes nediate the relationship. Social class nay--to follow the line

of Jensen (1969) or Serrnstein (1973)--represent society's sorting itseli

out on the basis of innate intelligence. Still, work by Hess and Others
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(Bernstein, 1970; Mess a_Shipmen, 1965; See, et al., 1969; Greenfield a

&runes, 1969) suggests that the way in which children are socialized may

have an important influence on the way-they think, affecting their inr.

telligenco in the broad sense.

Hut what(do_wefsean by "intelligence in the broad sense"? We would

like to propose that to examine the,effects of social experience on chil-

dren's intellectual performance in a sufficiently coeplex fashion, we:mat

attempt,to escapmthe rubrics within which intelligence is conventionally

viewed, it has been argued elsewhere (see Webb. Oliveri, Harnick, 1974)

that the two =ajar approaches to intelligence--Piagetian and psychometric--

may each be inadequate both for assessing the effects of socializing

practices on intelligence, am5 for providing a framework for the insti-

tution and evaluation of compensatory educational intervention. The

°structures* of h#exn intelligence, in the negation sense, are.universal

or, perhaps, specieerspecifie behaviors that are seen to develop im similar

fashion in alI children; as such, they should not be particularly appro-
v-

priate for, or susceptible to, modification by any less than extreme en-

vironmental variation. A:psychometric approath to educational intervention

creates related prdblems in that intelligence as assessed through pa tests

.-appears to be one:of the more stable of human characteristics after about the

age of four (Bloom, 1964), and to be determined to a great degree by heredi-

tary factors (Vandenberg, 1971). Even though it is quite possible to modify

4) scores in the short run through a variety of programs (e.g., see reviews

by aereiter, 1972; Bronfenbrenner, 1974; 1Carnes4.1973) the long range bene-

fits of such intervention are still in doubt. It has been found--apparently
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without exceptiowthat within one to two years after Oildren leave inter-

vention Programs their tested PQ !a decline to the levels of untreated con-

trols (see reviews Above). Abet investigators imply that this so called

"fade-out effect" is due to the Child's return to his debilitating envirow

sent (bereitere 1972; Veikurt, 1972) and there in at least one explicit

yodel of the phenomenon (Campbell & Prey* 1970). Me mould argue* on the

other hand* that the fade-out effect is inherent in the nature of the IQ

tent vhidh by definition 33 a measure of the performance of a Child relit-,

tive to thi average child of the same age. As children get older* the

tent content changes* and the skills that have been taught in the inter-

vention program are no longer relevant to test performance. Psychometric

D2 thus appears to be an unsuitable choice as the standard of success in

educational intervention.

The approach that appears more appropriate and of more potential

long-range benefit is concentration upon what has been termed style

(Webb* et al., 1974). Two or more individuals with identical intellectual

structures and similar TQ's may still respond in different ways when faced

with a problem demanding intellectual activity. tn thaYtheir mode of

responding is a relatively consistent aspect of their intellectual Per-

formance* it may be considered their style. Important aspects of style

appear* in turn* to be determined to a great extent by social events.

The postulation of a dimension of intellectual style that is deter-

mined in large part by social experience receives support in the literature

from Bernstein's (1970) notion of restricted and elaborated communication

-codes* Sigel's (Sigel* Sëcriat, & Forman* 1973) notion of "distancing*"

9
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and the increasing body of work on the verbal mediation of memory (e.g.,

see rlavell, 1970). Bernstein (1970), for exaMple, argues that particular

forms of social-class experience shape perticular modes of communication.

The economic circumstances of the lower class are said to create a culture

where "we" is emphasized over "r," and where many identificationi, eXPer-

itnoes, and assumptions are closely shared.' in this type of social situ-

ation, there appears little need for detailed verbal explication of meenings,

motives, or feelings; consequently, a "restricted code" arises which is

composed of context-dependent utterances with implicit and particularistic

(tied.to the immediate situation) meanings. The social situation of the

middle class, however, is said to emphasize yr" over "we"; the intent of

other speakers cannot often be taken for granted, and speakers are en-

couraged to elaborate meanings and make them more explicit and specific.

Thus, middle-class speakers are seen to develop the tendency toward an

"elaborated code," which embodies more =text-independent utterances

whose meanings are exTaicit and universalistic (transcending the imme-

diate situation). The elaborated-restricted code distinction also implies

a second important feature of intellectual style. 1.4a degree to which a

child belleves the world is amenable to rational understanding and that

his own efforts are effective in modifying it will vary as a inaction

of culture (Greenfield & Bruner, 1969) and of social group (Bernstein,

1970).

Although Bernstein emphasizes that a restricted code should not be

devalued as a mode of communicatioatdthin a particular social context,

it does not appear adaptive in a school context where communication of

-.10



explicit, abstract, and universalistic meanings is expected. "Thus between

the sehool and the community of the working-class child there may exist a

cultural discontinuity based upon two radically different systems of

communication" (Bernstein, 1970, p. 29). This is, then, one dimension

of what we're calling "stylethe tendency (or lack thereof) to communi-

cate inter-individually in an explicit, abstract, and meaningful manner,

with understanding and anticipation of the perspective of one's 1:14ftwr

(see Garvey 4 Megan, 1973, for a sample of young children's competence

1.11 these matters).

The notion of style can also embody,,however, the adaptive use of

intra-individual communication, that ie, the characteristic use of one's

repiesentational abilities of memory and language to "help oneself" in-

tellectually (see Carroll, 1964). This is what is implied in Sigel's

"distaacing hypothesis"--the notion that not all children automaticaliy

use their representational abilities to their best advantage when con-

fronted with tasks demanding intellectual activity. Sigel advocates

teaching children to do so by stressing the abstract and the non-present

as epposed to only the concrete and the present; the point is to encourage

childrento use their representational skills to create some distance

between themselves and the immediate situationto make themselves "step

back," as it were, and give themselves a chance to think and talk about

what they're doing and perceiving.

Style should be considered an intellectual Meltanschauung, a character-

istic way of approaching intellectual tasks in general that maY be reflected

in a number of specific behavioral strategies. Keeney, Cannizzo, and

11
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naval (2967), for *xellOs, showed that first-graders who spontaneously

used verbal vediation in &woozy task pereormed better than those who

did not, but that the performance of non-mediators improved upon the

simple instruction to verbalize,. Use of verbal mediation thus appears

to be a highly effective intra-iividual strategy. The failure to

mediate, however, nay be part of a more general failure to use language

and other represAntational skills in an adaptive manner (Bruner, 1971), and

thus might well be related to social-class experience.

To the extent that one's intellectual styleboth inter.- and intra-

iodividualis determined by social experience,_it should be fairly open

to remedial influences - -at least with very young children. To the extent

that it is effectively modified, the benefits to later school-related

activity may be substantial, if the modification is strong enough to with-

stand the vicissitudes of everyday life. For, as Bernstein (1970) and

Hess (1970) ieply, %tat might be considered a maladaptive style in dealing

with intellectual tasks arises as an Adaptive response to a pervasive and

persistent social context. Unless that social context changes, certain

stylistic predispositions arising from and reinforced by that context may

be highly resistant to long-term modification, a, possibility of which

optimistic and well-intentioned investigators should be aware.

These discussions of style suggest that a major feature of intelli-

gence arises largely through communicative experience:3. If this is true--

and this writer believes the evidence is compelling - -it suggests that the

critical aspects of an interventiou program ar. che communication patterns

of teachers and children. That is, what must be modified is the way teachers

12
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talkwith the Children, and this modification needs to be in the direction

cdrmore elaborated and abstract communication. In order to make these

changes in teacher behavior, the curriculmmeterials for the IVY scogram

were prepared in the form of lesson plans that specified the kinds of

communication desired in considerable detail. The specification, however,

was in-egamples rather than in terms of abstract principles. This is an

inductiveas opposed to a deductive Approach to icacher train'ng. A review

of the literature supporting thiedrecision is contained in the rePort on

Year I. It :mutt be noted, however, that the evaluation of the IVY curri-

cub* is an evaluation both ofzcurriculum content and of a particular

strategy of teacher training.

The first.year's curriculum study in the IVY .program provided strong

date for the feasibility of both the curriculum material and the strategy

4 teacher training. In the first year's worx with the style-oriented

curricaum we discovered that: 2) the lesson plan strategy was effective

in increasing the cosplexity of teachers' verbal interaction with the

children during lesson plan S$eriodst and 2) that the curriculum improved

the performance of experimental children en a number of measures. The

measures positively affected were Picture vocabulery among younger chil-

dren and Pantomime, Memory,.and Comprehension among older Children. In

addition, Social Coopeteicy was rated h4hiti in the-experimental group

than in the control group (see the report on Year / for a description of

these measures).

These data supported-the predicted effectiveness of the program.

The measures that were improved were those related to the concept of

distancing--using representational abilities to escape the confines of

13
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the immediate situation. These abilities were viewed as critical to the

children's future development and education as they should have strong

effects on communication ari comprehensicetskills.

In the second year of the curriculum evaluation, the Niko program

was continumlinsumarly 1i:tittered form, and the present report assumes

some familieritywith the content of the earlier report. The one sub-

stantive change in the'progrem was a set of three new 'lesson plans intro-

duced in the sprilmo of 1974. 'Itese Xenon plans that ore attached as .

Appendix I were designed to deal with ceriain specific behavioral ob-

jectives added by the pecOectummager of the IgY peogram.

In addition to these substantive changes in the curriculum, certain

administrative changes in the program and events occurring during the

course of the year may have produced important effects in the program.

The results to be reported below compatEngYear I (October, 1972, through

NAY, 197.;) with Year IT (October, 1973, through June, 1974) of the program

argue to the importance of what were, strictlarspeakingenon-programmatic

variables. These will be discussed sore thoroughly in the Conclusions

section.

1. Evaluation of Year II.of the Experimental Program.

As in the evaluation of Year It we plan to present data on: 1) differ-

ences in teacher behavior between experimental and control groups; and

2) evaluation of atudent performance. we turn first to teacher behavior.

Teacher Evaluation .

In the pcevious year's work, two variables accounted for the sig-

nificant differences between experimental and control teachers. The major

I

-

Momommmommr,
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component of difference was attributed to a variable that was called

"ComPleat Processes," that consisted of verbal elaborations, descriptions

of transformations, reference to non-present objects, Use of comparisons

and imitation, etc. Conaex process behavior was seen as the major class

ef teacher behavior almaificallY called for by the curriculum and was
A

shown to be utilised mOre frequently by the experimental teachers than

by the controls. A second class of behaviors called"Son-1nformation"

consisted of verbal inntructions.that did not convey any specific in-

formation and was found to occur more frequently in the verbalizations

of the control teachers than of the experimentals.

In Year I the major comparison dealt with experimental teachers'

lesson plan activities and control teachers' own directed activities.

Since these differenfts proved to be highly significant, but did not

prove the generality, of the experimental cirriculum to.material beyond

the specific lesson plans, the analysis for Year II focused entirely on

non-leseon plan directed activities in both groups.

Sizoiserveriorere trained by means of videotePe recordings to use

the teadher observation checklist described in the report on Year I.

Training vas continued until 16 minutes of nearly perfect coding was

achieved. Although an exact reliability coefficient could not be cal»

culated beceuse of training methods, each observer coded both control and

experimental teachers, thus balancing individual differences in coding

between the experimental and control groups.

Each observer made two sets of observations, each four minutes in

length, with codings being made on alternate ten-second intervals as in

Year I. all teachers were informed that the observations would be made on

15
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a particuler day, and experimental teachers were asked not to do a lesson

plan from tbe curriculum on that day. Ceding began when the observer

determined that the teachermas engaged in &directed activity, i.e.,

a groan activity involvinrteaching. Proportions of intervals in which

behaviors in the virious categories appeared are presented in Table 1.

14M1tivariate analysi* of variance (NaNOVa) on teacher observations

reVeiled that none of the variables on the observation checklist differ-

entiated between the experimental and contrca teaehers andithat there

was no consistent pattern of differences that contributed to an overall

significant )(ANOVA. _Given that the reliabilitY of the observations was

acceptable, the onlY parsimoniou4 interpretation is that there was no sig-

nificant diffeience between the experimental and 'control patterns of

teacher-child interaction when teachers were engaged in directed activi-

ties. The one qualification that seems necessary is that our instruc-

tions to the experimental teachers to do no lesson ;aims on the day of

observations might have keen interpreted to mean that no activity like

that used in the lesson plans shouldbe undertaken. This naY have arti-

ficially reduced the levels of Complex processes used by the experimental

teachers beiow that ordinarily present.

Following presentation of student evaluations from Year II, we will

return to the teacher data in a comparison of Year I and Year II.

Student Evaluation

Children' in the IVY program were tested twice during the year- -in

January and June--by teams of testers under the direction of the writer.

As in previous testing, the teachers were not told what the test material

16
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Table 1

Mean number of Codings_for Teacher

Behavior Checklist'Citegories

Experimental

Mean SD

Control

SD

Questions 15.375 5.780 15.750 3.732

Shaml:Asmers 15.125 5.515 16:500 6.141

Descriptions 13.375 5.290 15.000 5.606

Complex Processes 24.625 11.057 24.000 12.444

Mon-Information 14.625 6.781 13.750 4.446

Classro mot Directions 2.875 3.720 2.375 4.406

Blank Intervals 11.500 5.264 11.000 4.036

17
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would be and testers did, not know whether the children tested were in ex-

psrimental or control groups. Training procedures and management tech-

niques were similar to those described in the report on Year I.

January Testing. A. hattiry C.Milor to tfiat wood in Year I was em-

ployed, specifical1Y including the measures that refiecteddistancing

an4 that had differentiated the experimental frame* control group in

Year I. These included Picture Vocabulary, COmprahension, Memory, and

Pantomime items. In addition, two classes of items were added. One set ,

consisted of more complex COmprehension items that required descriptions

of activities coninomMlby pictures and were designed to measure barb com-

prehension and communication skills in response to visual stimuli. The

second set of items* consisted of specific behaviors including labeling,

counting, and naming shapes and colors that were presumably being stressed

in the control schools. We anticipated that the control children sight

be superior to the experimental children on th.ese particular behaviors

since they were not stressed in the experimental program. Data from the

measures taken axe presented in Table 2.

The data from the January testing are difficult to present because

the differences found emerged only in the overall patterns of test scores.

Also, a two-and-one-half-months average difference in age in favor of the

control groups made any 41terpretationof obtained test differences suspect.

When age was covaried, two items - -naming shapes and colors and counting

squares- -showed significant differences in favor of the control group.

These measures, of course, had been designed to measure skills on which

the control group was assumed to exceed the experimental. Other than

18
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these, no sitgle measures reached statistical significance, though the

overall MAMOVa Approached significance. The interesting aspect of the

discriminant function analysis, however, wee that most measures of dis-

-fencing (Comprehension quest-ans, labeling and use of wtion words in

describing a picture,'Nemory Matching, and Pantomime) tended to favor
4,

theexperimentel group and the majority of the other measures favored

the contrast. A number of alternative analyses were undertaken to

correct far the effects of age differences, but all combinations of the

data generated the same overall conclusion.

Thus, at the January testing there were suggestions of a pattern

in the data that consisted of higher scores on distancing measures in

the experieental group and higher scores on the other measures in the

control group. When,the January data were aralyzed there seemed to be

two possible interpretations of the data. Either there was a weak hold-

over effect from the previous year, or the groups were beginning to differ-

ntiate on the basis of Year II experience. In either case the differences

were not large and were of questionable statistical signifitance.

June Testing. The test battery in the June evaluation was composed

of four test items utilized in the Year I evaluation, some new items

considered germane to the notion of distancing, and a saeple of items

constructed from a set of curriculum Objectives devised by the rvy

project manager. The following is a condensed description of the tests

used and the methods of scoring.

1. Memory Matchingr Test. Five examples of this delayed mAtching-

to-sample task were administered following a demonstration. The proce-

dure was as follows. The child was first shown a card with one, two, or

20
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three target drawings of common objects; the card was then withdrawn and

was replaced after throe seconds with a choice array composed of several

drawings including the taiOets the child had seen Wore. The child was

aksed to "show se the one(s) you saw before." Each child was scored "1"

(correct) or "0" (inoorre7c0 for each target drawing in each of the five

-ti
sub-tests.

2. Stanford-Binet victare Vocabulary (Form L4t, year M. The child

was presented with a series of 18 pictures of =moon objects and was re-

quired to name them. Each child.was scored on the number of pictures he

named correctly ("correctness" was judged according to Stanford7Binet

criteria).

3. Stanford-Binet Comprehension I (RM left, year III-6). Each

child was asked two questions: "What must you do when you are thirsty?"

and "Why do we have stoves?" On each question, a score of "1" was given

if the child satisfied the Stanford-Binet criterion for correctness,

and "0" if he did not.

4. Talking about a. Picture. This task involved showing the child

an 8-1/2" X 11" drawing of a playground scene and asking him to "tell me

what is happening in this picture.", Each child was scored "1" or "0" on

each of two criteria: 1) description of action in the picture, and 2) con-

nectedness and integration of the description (as opposed to fragmented

descriptions of isolated actions).

5. Pantomime with Four Cue Conditions. The child was required to

pantomime any action appropriate to a ball, but was given four chances

*to do so, in successive cue conditions of decreasing degrees of difficulty.
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In the first condition, the child was asked to "show me what you can do

with a ball," with only this verbal instruction as a cue. In the second

condition, a picture of a ball was present as a cue, and in the third

condition, a ball was in view but out of the child's reach. If a child

pantomimed an ection appropriate to the ball in one condition, he was

not required to go through the following conditions, since it was assumed

that performance in the earlier, more Abstract, cue conditichlewould assure

performance in the later, more concrete condition. Each child was assigned

a score of "4" if he pantomimed in the first condition, "34 if he paniomimed

in the second, ";" if he pantomimed in the third, "1" if he pantomimed in'

the fourth, and "04 if he did not pantomime at all.

6. Classelication. In this task, eight blocks of two sites, two

color*, and two shepes were presented to the child and he was asked to

"pat together the ones that are alike." Next, the child was asked to

reclassify the blocks: "Now put them together another way so that the ones

that are alike are together." Mach child was *cored "1" or "0" on his

classification (separating the blocks into groups on any consistent basis:

in terms of size, color, or shape), and on his reclassification (finding

another consistent way of separating the blocks).

7. Descriptive Relational Terms. Each child was presented with

pairs of large and small rectangular blocks and large and small rings

and was asked to choose the "big" one, the "tall" one, the "fat" one,

and the "heavy" one. For each of the four termal.each child was scored

"1" for a correct choice, and "0" for an incorrect choice.

6. Memory for Instructions. The child ems shown red, green, and

white rings and, before he was allowed to touch them, was instructed to
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"take the green ring and put it right here (indicating a place on the tible)s

take the red ring and putit On toll of the green rings then put the white

ring on top of bOth of thee." These instructions were repeated and the

child was reminded to remember them: then the rings were placed within his

readh and he was miked to follow the instructions. Each child was given a

score of "1" if he followed the Instructions. lad& Child was given a score

of "0" if he did not.

Next, the child was asked: "Which ring did you put down first?"

"Which ring did you put down second?" "Which ring did you put down third?"

Each child was scored "1" or "0" on his designation of ts:a first, second,

and third rings.

9. Spatial Relational Terms. Using tic rectangular blocks, a ring,

and a toy cat (where appropriate), the child was asked to put the car "on

top of," "next to," "around," "away from," and "close to" one block, "between"

two blocks, and "inside" the ring. The child was also asked to show the "top"

and tne "bottom" of the chair he was sitting oa. R.P.!Jh child was scored "1"

or "0" on his performance relative to each of the nine spatial terms.

TVenty-nins discrete measures were taken: the mean performance of the

experimental and control children on these measures are presented in

Table 3. Of.those measures, only two revealed statistically.significant

group differenceswhen age was covaried. Experimental children performed

better than control children on Pantomime CP(1,125 at 5.118, p (.025), end

control children performed better than experiaental children on one of the

five Memory Matching sub-tests CP(1,125 = 8.293, p < .005). Since a multi-

variate analysis of variance on all of the measureJ did not reveal a
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Table 3

Mean Performance of Experimental and Ccetrol Children At June, 1974, Testing

Measures Possible Scores 'Sxperimental Control

Memory satChing 411 0-1 .928 .844
Memory matching *2 7 0-2 1.406 1.391
Memory matching 93 0-2 .656 .766
Memory matching 14 0-3 1.641 2.000
Memory matching 95 0-3 1.047 1.531*
Picture vocabulary 0-18 13.766 13.859
Comprehension Z, #1 01 .406 .391
COmprehension 2, 412 0-1 .469 .516
Description of action

in a picture
01-1 .891 .891

Integrated description
of a picture

0-1 .141 .141

Pantomime 0-4 3.781* 3.484
Classification 0-1

.

.766 .75o
Reclassification 0-1 .109 .203
"big" 0-1 .969 .984
"tall" 0-1 .750 .750
"fat" 0-1 .761 .875
"heave 0-1- .922 .906
Memory for instructions 0-1 .438 .625

*first" 0-1 .641 .781
"third"1 0-1 .563 .656
"on top of" 0-1 .969 1.000
"next to" 0-1 .781 .813
"around* 0-1 .859 .891
"away from" 0-1 .844 .797
"close to" 0-1 .938 .938

"between" 0-1 .828 .922

"inside" 0-1 .938 .806

"top" of Chair 0-1 .797 .813

"bottom" of Chair 0-1 .750 .766

* p 4.05

1

"Second" was deleted from analysis since the nature of the task permitted
a diaproportionally high number of Children to be correct merely by Chance.
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significant difference between the groups, and because there are so few

significant univariate differences relative to the number of measures

taken, we most conclvde that the measures that de reach significance are

most likely due to random variation and that there are, in fact, no mean-

ingful differences between the experimental and control children at this

tits.

One could ieterpret this lack of significance in various ways.

Perhaps the most Obvious explanation woUld be that our experimental

/Wet weakened in the second year, i.e., that the experimental teachers

simply, were not using our lesson plans as much or as well as theydid in

the first year. This might be a_reasonable explanation since, in fact, no

experimental-control differences in teacher behavior were found this year

(see above), and because there appeared to be disruptive events (most

notably, the teachers' strike in early 1974) that understandably weakened

our influence in the experimental schools. There is evidence, however, that

suggests an alternative explanation, namely that there was contamination of

our experimental and control conditions. This is shown in a comparison of

the Year I and Year II teacher observation and test data.

Year I - Year 11 Comparison

An examination of the mean Complex processes scores of Year I and

Year II experimental and control teachers revealed that in Year I the

scores in the experimental group were almost twice as large as in the

control group (21.50 versus 12.00). In Year II, however, both exPeri-

mental aftd control groups showed more Ccmplex processes activity (experi-

mental 24.63; control al 24.00) than the experimental veep had done in
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foreViOUS year and there were no significant differences between the groups

in Year II (see above). Au analysis of variance on these data indicated

*Year key Group interaction effect 01(1,28) m 6.38, p(.025) that supports

the significance of the Change data. Vigor. 1 presents a graphic repre-

sentation of thee* findings; the Year, Group, and Year by Group inter-

action effects ou Complex promises oan be sees_i!Tabae-4.

This evidence suggests that, by whatever means; the control teachUrs

bad "caught on" to what the experimental teachers had, been doing and that

our experimental and control conditions were thus effectively,diseolved.
0.

There are a number of possible reasons why this might have heppened,. Both

the-exPerimentel and control teachers were part of the same program and

it is likely that they shared insights at times; the control teachers had

watched our testing twice before the second full-year evaluation and thus

might easily have gotten some idea, of ouriArientation; one experimental

teacher from the first year.became &program assistant in the second years

and all three program assistants (who supervised both experimental and

control schools) attended our experimental teachers' meetings.

If it is, indeed, the case that Our influeice spread to the control

group in the second year, this could provide L. reasonable explanation for

the lack of experimental-control group differences found in the children's

test performance. Also, because both experimental and control teachers

were found to be using more Complex processes behavior in Year II than

in Year I, it would be reasonable to expect that both experimental and

control children this year might be: 'performing better than similarly-aged

experimental and control children last year. Evidence exists that suggests
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Table 4

Tmo.Factor AnalleSim of Variance lar Dapple* Processes Scores of

Eaperimentel and COntrol Teadberst Year I and Tsar 21

Source of Variance
Sum of

Squares_

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean

l:

Total 3744 31.

Grow 200 1 200 2.01

Vear 338 1 338 3.39

Group 2: Year 421 1 422 4.23*

Error 2785 28 99.46

*p (.05

28
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that"this is in fact the case. A two-fieior (Year by Group) MAMMA per»

formed using four test item, contained in both the Year I and Juno, Year II

test ketteries (Picturellocabule4yr both.Comprehension-questions, and

Pantomime) showed clear differences between the Year I and Year II samples

of experimental and control Children (multiveriate 1(4,233) w 8.567, p4..

.001). Table 5 presents the outcome of this analysis for the Year effect

(age novaried). The individual items that were seen to be contributing

to the multivoriate entombs were Picture VOcabulary, the second Compre-

hension question, and Pantomime. The Year II sample of children out-

performed the Year Isample on Picturd Vocabulary (9(1,236) w 13.790,

p<.001) and Pintomime (1(1,236) w 13.533, p4.001), a statistically weaker

finding was that the Year I sample exceeded the Year II sample on the second

Comprehension question (1(1,236) w 4.086, p4.044). This inalysix also Pro-

vided evidence that our experimental treatment still had some effect when

both years* evaluationswere considered. Although the multivariate test

of the Group effect only approached statistical significance (1(4,233) *

2.132, pC.078), the univeriate test of Picture:Vocabulary revealeta

significant difference in favor of the experimental group (1(1,236) *

5.964, p<.015), and a weaker difference in favor of the experimental

group in Pantamhse (1(1,236) * 3.655, 1)4(.057).

Xt appears, then, that the .style-oriented curriculum we instituted

in the Pall of 1972 can still claim amoderate degree of success. Al-

though the experimental-control split appeared to collapse in Year II,

the evidence indicates that this wad not because our influence weakened

or Was ineffective in the experimental schools, but because our influence
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liable 5

Vests of Significance between Performance of all (S and C) Children in Year I

-and all Ci and 0 Children in Year II

A

Rultiveriate Andysis of Variance

Using Wilks Lambda Criterion

9.567**

MVP DFERR

4.000 233.000

Univaxiate Analysis of Variance

Variable F(1,236) standardized Discriminant
Function Coefficient

Picture vocabulary 13.790** .589

Comprehension I, ft .041 .045

Comprehension I, 12 4.096.* -.621

Panto:WM 13.533** .669

4/11 <-05; **p <

3
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somehow spread to the control schools. Indeed, all of the children (mth

eXPolcimental and control) Weaved more competent in Year II than siailat

children did in Year I.

2. Evaluation of Overall Level of Cometence of the IVY Children.

In the spring of 1974, we were asked to include in our teacher training

and final e;raluation a set of curriculum objectives constructed by the IVY

project manager (these obdectives are presented in Appendix II). Several

of these nbjectives were concepts that were already contained in the ex-

perimented lesson plans- and were: tapped through our existing Year I and

January, Year II test lotteries. Some additional objectives were incor-

porated into the three new lessonplans that we introduced to the teachers

in,the early spring of 1974 (see Appendix I), and these and several other

specific objectives were included in the June, Year II test battpry.

The specific items from the set of curriculum Objectives that were

included in the' final test lottery have been described above under the

headings of "Descriptive relational terms," "Memory for instructions,"

and "Spatial relational terms." These itemswere sampled from the entire

sat of objectives.to generate a representative subset with three restric-

tions: i) the sample of items had to cover a rrge of abilities; 2) the

smashed to be amenable to testing in a minimum of discrete test situ-

ationsvand 3) the items surpled bad to include behaviors that children of

preschool age are capable of learning. With respect to point three, for

example, the relational concepts included in the curriculum objectives

were often referred to by a pair of adjectives (e.g., tall-short, fat-

-
thin) that follow a linguistic rule called lexical parking. One member
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of the pair is more.fundemental and is called the unmarkedimmber. Young

children usually.acquire the use of the unmarked samber before the marked.

Me would expect the children we tested to be nosily 100 percent wrong if

-ancf.itkins -rather than "tall" and "fat.; âhil-

dren &year or so oldwrve would have used the marked adjective, but not

with children of the age tested.

,Table 6 presents the percentages of all Children (bothexperimental

and control) passing the items sampled from the set of curriculum ob-

jectives. Itis apparent that most of the children were quite proficient

in dealing With these concepts since between 75 and 98 percent of the

children passed the majority of the items, the lowest percentage being

61 percent.

Data from several othmr items in the test battery, however, were

amenable to translation into percentages, and Table 7 presents the.per-

centages of all children Passing-these items. It CM be seen that the

children were relatively less proficient on the items reflective of dis-

tancing abilities than they were in the concepts described in Table 6.

Although approximately 75 percent of the children could successfully

classify blocks on the basis of form, coW., or eise, only 15 percent

were capable of reclassification, i.e., having enough pirspective to

conceive of another way to perform the taek. Similarly, although 89 per-

cent of the children used action words in describing a picture, only

14 percent gave a cohetive, integrated communicative response; the

madority of the remaining children gave rather fragmented descriptions

of somewhat isolated actions. Another measure reflective of distancing,

Memory for instructions, enjoyed only a 53 percent pass rate, and the
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Table 6

.Percentages of all IVY children tested (4 * 128)

passing concepts eempled from curriculum objectives
.0

Descriptive Relational Terme

Percentage of children
passing items

big 97.9

tall 75.0

fat 82.8

heavy 91.4

-

Appreciation of Sequence'

71.1first

third 61.0.10}

4
Spatial Relational Terms

98.5on top of

next to 79.7

around 47.5

away from 82.1

close to 93.8

between 87.5

inside 92.2

top 80.5

bottom 75.8

'Taken from the second part of the memory for Instructions
task described above. "Second" was deleted from analysis
because the nature of the task permitted a disproportionally
high number of children to be correct merely by chance.
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Table 7

Percentages of all IVY children tested alai 1281 passing test

battery items not included in curriculum objectives

Percentage of children
pumialitems

Classification 75.8

Reclassification 15.6A

Meiory for Instructions 53.2

gee of Action Words in Communicated
Description of a Picture 89.1

Integrated Statement in Communicated
Description of a Picture 14.1

Comprehension I, 41 39.9

Comprehension /, #2 49.1
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first and second COmprehension questions were passad by only 40 percent

and 49 fercent of the children. respectivelY.

What this evidence reveals is that, while the IVY children performed

quite well witE respect to several discrete concepts (i.e., those sampled

free the curriculua objectives), they ferformed relatively more poorly on

tasks requiring complex and eleboratad thought and communication. (abilities

representative of distancing). According to the theoretical analysis pre-
._

sented above and in this writer's report on Year X, it is these letter

skills that might be most crucial for future school success; it id this

writer's opinion, then, that what is needed in presohool education is less

concentration on informational content and more concentration on compre-

hension and communication skills. The preschool educator's most important

fUnction, it would appear, is not just to provide "information" to young

children, hut to lead them to the most effective use of their-represen-

tational abilities in order that they might come to think and communicate

about their learning experiences in.a meaningful and laborated fashion.
_

It is this approach that we encoutaged in the experimental portion of ihe

IVY curricaue for the past twoyears, and it is hoped, indeed strongly

suggested, that it .not be abandoned.

3. Evaluation of Day Care Training Program.

This portion of our evaluation involves an assessment of the training

program instituted by the Baltimore city School System tor day Car. canter'

staff, many of whom had no previous training in early childhood education.

Twenty-eight centers were selected at random from the city's full list Of

operating day care centers. The staff of thse centers participated in a

program designed to Laster a more complete understanding of the preschool child.
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The content of the programme divided into five mein areas: Developing

daily schedules, Institutixg a *WO cognitively orianted curriculum, Develop-

ing perceptual-motor skills, Encouraging awareness of developmental level,

and Doing proper methods of discipline.

f- -
Developing daily schedules

Mu Ch of the training program was concerned with instructing the day

care staff:ambers in the necessity of maintaining en orderly, planned

schedule. Examples of possikae planning models were presented for die-

cussion and evaluated in teams of their merits for satisfying the needs

of the preschool child.

Instituting a mom cosnitivelroriented curriculum,

Instruction was provided in the various techniques of introducing

concepts into a preschooler's experience. Various times of the moraine

were selected and activities were constructed which incorporated many of

the concept:developing in the mind of the preschooler. Often the lessons

developed for the IVY progrms by this writer were included as examples of

cognitive Skills into every media used in preschool activities--arts and

crafts, music, science, etc.

Developing perceptual-motor skills

Emphasis was placed try the training progtsm on the developing physical

and sensory abilities of the young child. Day care staff members were in-

structed in the necessity of including activities and equipment which would

stimulate sensori -motor abilities such as audition, tactual discrimination,

and physical coordination.
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Mom:ea/me rareness of developmental level

Vey care personnel were instructed in basic child growth and develop-

ment and were shown the importance of applying this knowledge tO grouping

children for play and developing age-relevant activities. Discussions

were held on the utility of age and ability groWings and the relative

merits of each were considered.

tieing Proper methods of discipline

Instruction was provided in the various ways of aiintaining order

and a pleasant environment. Day care staff members were provided with

materials and lectures on the effects of alternative discipline measures

on the child and the school situation.

Nome, of the Januarys 1974, teachers' strikes only 16 instruction

sessions were held. leachers amiproject assistants from the IVY program

met withAlay care staff for an hour and a half at each of these sessions.

Eight of the day care centers were randomly selected for *valuation.

In additions a group of day care centers which had not been included in the

training program were contacted and evaluated, serving as a control for

the experimental centers.

It was assumed that the proper variable bo assess would be teacher

behavior and not children's behavior since the goal of the training pro-

gram was to directly affect the quality of teaching behavior and only in-

directly affect the chiblren's behavior._ Therefore, A questionnAire was

developed which embodied the five major content areas of the training

program; this questionnaire can be seen in Appendix XII. A subtotal was

calculated for each of ths major category areas and used as a dependent

variable in the evaluation.

.1.1 , II
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Observations were mede by a single observer and always in the morning.

The observer was 'naive both to the nature and goals of the training pro-

gram and to the fact that some of the centers were experimental and others

control. All centers were informed as to when the observer wouldvisit,

but were not told the specific nature of the visit.

A, aultivariato analysis of variance wee performed using the training-

control distinction as the indegonihmtvariable and the five subcategory

measures as the dependent variables. The results can be seen in Table 9.

An overall significant difference was obtained between the two groups

(sultivriate4(5,10) is 3.75, p4C.04). The discriminant function anal-

ysis revealed that the two vikriables contributing most heavily to the

differences were Using proper methods of discipline and Developing daily

sdhedules. The former category showed a significant difference between

the groups (5(1,14) 5.00. p4:.04). Contrast scores-indicated that the

training group wee superior to the control group on all categories except

the Cognitively oriented subcategory and Awareness Of developmental level.

Neither of these differences, however, was significant.

The data collected indicates that the day care training Puwiran was

partially successful. The overall difference between the trained centers

and the control centers indicates that the program was effective in im-

proving the overall level of functioning in the tiained centers. Since,

however, the only subcategory showing a significant difference between

the groups was Providing appropriate methods of disdipline, an expansion

of the program must be suggested. An extended number of training sessions

out of the centers as well as followup training in the centers themselves
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Table 8

Tests of Sigkificance between Pet Usamance of Trained Day Care

Staff and Untrained Controls

MultiveriatAlAhalysis ot Variance

Using Milks Lembde Criterion

DTUTP DEUR

3.751* 5.00 10.00

Univariate AnalYeie of Variance

Variable P(1,14) Standardized Discriminant
Function cbefficient

Daily scheduling 1.00 0.438.

Cognitive activities 0.824 -1.233

Perceptuo-motor skills 1.465 0.143

Developmental awareness 0.304 -0.438

Appropriate methods of
discipline 5.000* 1.410
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seem to be appropriate and natural extensions of the program.

Conclusions
.

This year's worst with the IYY program has been both stimulating

and frustrating. The failure to show an experimental versus control

group diffeommtiwum made the interpretation of our dateline difficult,

but the Year I versus Year II *caparison strongly suggests that the pro-

gram is morking effectivelyand that, in fact, overall competence among

the children is increasing. Given that the behaviors selected for eval-

uation were ags-appropirate, the children appear to to approaching the

levels of national norms on most of the behavices tested. Areas that

appear troublescoe include primarily the more Abstract ccelPrebenvicn

and communication skills.

To scme degree, however, those ofus associated with the experi-

mental program feel that our efforts have been at odds with certain

changes in the programa for preschool education in the Baltimore City

Public School System. After the winter teachers' strike--that created

serious morale problems by itself--a number of curriculum changes were

imposed on the IVY program. These consisted of new objectives for the

program and additional evaluation techniques. The teachers in the rvy

program were faced with a problem of divided loyalties as well as addi-

tional work. It is not surprising that there was a good deal of resent-

ment among many of the teachers over what they saw as unreasonable demands.

More serious, however, is the strategy of intervention implied by the

added curriculum materials. Most programs of early education seem to be based on

one of two models. On the one hand are generalizations and extensions of tradi-

tional middle-class nursery schools with their emphasis on social-emotional growth,
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discovery, ete. The Implicit model here, we believe, ia that.the

middle-class experience is the best possible environment and devi-

ations from such experi;Tce are pathological by definition. The

second model is what we would betempted to call the "Head Start,

approach and i Premised On the belief that lower-income children

have trouble in school because of what they don't know. This strategy

generates programs to teed: specific items Of educational content that

are typically acquired by middle-clasechildren ty the time they enter

kindergarten, but that poor children often have not learned. We see

each of these approaches as inherently flawed if applied in an attempt

to alleviate lower-income children's school-related disadvantage%

The traditional nursery school may well be the best experience

for middle-class children, but anly because they do not need help

from outside the home to acquire the basic skills they will need in

school. For such children learning to get along with other children

may be the Met ;Appropriate experience they can have. Unfortunitely,

for children whose early life experience may have been nuch more

communal (bernstein's "we over "I" orientation) such experience may

be trivial. Such children may actually need to be taught a more

egocentric perspective.

Teaching specific educational content on a remedial basis also

seems b) miss a basic point. What lower-income children do ;sot know

compared to middle-class children is interesting only as a symptom of

an underlying cause; it is not the source of the problem. Ife for
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example.. IN could shield a normal child !VIM learning the names of basic

COW= until be entered the first grade, be would almost:certainly know

them before the first week was out--4th no 'pacific instruction, On

the other hand, a lower-Income child Who had not learnedtie same colors

because Of reliance on context-bound communication patterns could be

taught'the colors and still be disadvantaged.

'Ow program we advocate is based on the assumption that it is

possible to analyse:the nature of cultural disadvantagement and to

intervene on its actual basis. At the heart of culture' disadvantage-

sent, we,propose, is the problem of communicatiin. Communication in

restricted oodes leads to deficiencies in inter- and (possibly) intra-

individual communication as well as a disbelief in one's.own effectA.ve-,

nesse the ability to copprehend and modify one's situation. While

this.combination of predispositions may be both realistic and adaptive

in a culture of poverty, it is absolutely destructive in an educational

situation. We might assume, for example, that in some cases failure in

learning to road may result from the fact that a child may not under-

stand that the written word serves as a technique for communication.

Formal education involves two basic processes--conesunication and com-

prehension--and our analysis suggests that it is in precisely these

areas that lower-income children are deficient.

riaally, if our diagnosis is correct, the treatment is specified.

It is not essential that any Particular set of school-related skills be

taught to young children, but whatpver is taught must be taught with

elaborated verbal communication that elicits complex thought from the

child. It might be possible, of course, to teach sets cf srcific
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intra-individual strategies related to style, hut such an intervention

would be unnecessary if, in fact, intra-individual strategies follow

from inter-individual communication styles. Also, we would not expect

such an intervention to be of lasting value because, again, we would

be treating symptoms, not the fuadamental problem. The only way to

have a lasting influeede on the child!s educational future would be

to effect a fundamental chamge in hie-view of the world.

Whether such a change can, in fact, be effected remains an els-

pitical question. A decade of remedial education does not -sea to

have produced any earth-shaking results, possibly because it has been

undertaken so far with little real thought to the psychological processes

involved. There has been an almost simple-minded faith in the environ-

mental determinants of intelligence--in the broad senseand in the

efficienW of environeental manipulation. We have argued that teaching

content on a remedial basis or just ylacing lower-income children in

middle-class nursery school environments does not have long-range

eifeCts, nor is raising psychometric Pa a suitable goal. perhaps,

however, a candid appraisal of our successes and ,failures will teach

us to be a little more circumspect in making predictions about simPle

relations between environmental inputs awl behavioral outcomes. The

analysis presented herein suggests a complex and indirect route between

what we might call a disadvantaged environment and disadvantaged be-

havior. The connection can only be understood, we propose, when it

is viewed in the light of man's social nature.
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Appendix I

Lesson Plans Introduced in Spring of 1974
i
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Lesson Plan for IdentifYinc Moodie in Pictures

Materials: StorYbook4 I'M Glad I'm Mo4 and thr, pictures token
from the story,

1) Say-to.the children: nodal:* are going to read a story
about a little boy whomwe'll call Jimmy. Amy is a little boy who
is a lot Mayon. When I'm psatiingyou this story try to remember how
Jimmy feels and What makes hist feel thatimgy."

2) Read tie stogy to the children, showing them the pictures
as you read.

3) khen the story is finished, tell the Children, "V* just-read
a story about Jilmw. I'm going to show you some pictures of Jiamy
taken from the story and I want you to tell me how be is failing and
why he feels that way.

4) Show picture fit.give the children a minute or so to look
at the picture and then sayi "billy, can you tell me how you think
Ji feels? Does he loOk happy or sad?"

e) If the Child responds appropriately, call on
another child: "Sally, have you ever felt mood identifi the Child ?
What have you been doing when you felt that wey "

Allow the child time to respond; if he has difficult!,
say: "What makes you (mood identified btchild)?" -

When correct response has been made: "Yes, that'S right.

John, can you tell us what makes Jimmy /mood identified)? What do you
you think happened?

Allow the child to respond,and then allow the other children
to guess, and have a general discussion about what makes ocmeon: whatever
mood you've been talking about. hlten the children have given suggestions,
says "Yes, you are ail right. (All the situations named births Children)
will make Jimmy feel (mood identified)."

b) If the first child you ask responds inappropriately,
say, "Billy, is that how you look when you are (mood identifiell? Show
us hoo look:Oben you are mood identified). Clary, is thet how

Jimmy looks in this picture?"

Allow the child to respond and then say, "No, Jimmy doesn't
look (mood identified). How does he look?" If the child mainteins an
inappropriate answer, ask "Can someone else tell us how Amy looks?"

When another child gives an answer, say,
"Yes, that's good. Amoy looks (mool identWiei). Can someone elsi
tell me what made him feel (nood identified .?

Allow the children time to offer suggestions and then
asks "Can someone tell me what makes 7.21 feel fnood identifiei)?"
Let the children offer suggestions.

*** Thts procedure is to be followed for all three pictures
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Lesson Plan for Utica &iguana IS

Materials: The Five Pennies; three pictures taken from the book (#lAR.& 3)..

1) Gather the children arommitn, a semi-circle and attach to a
blackboard or other appropriate surface the three pictures. These pictures
Should not be in their Teoper order.

2) Say to the childrema "Today, I MR going to reed you a story
about &little boy. Here he is and'his name is Micky (point t the pictures).
Before we read this story, oe are going to figure out what he is doing. Re
lodks like he vents to go outside, doesnit he?" (The first tine you do this
lesson Plan, allow the children time to discuss the pictures. Do not, however,
discuss them in their right order. The sista this discussion is to make it
clear to the children that picture #1 depicts Micky putting on his hat; picture
#2 depicts Micky at the door ready to leave; and picture #3 represents Nickr
moving goodbye to his mother. When this discussion le complete, return to the
dialogue.) *But something is wrong with the way I put up the three pictures.
They don't seem to be in the right order. Poor Micky, he really wants to go
out. Do you think we can help him?"

3) Call on a particular child sayin0Mike, can you show us which
Picture should come first?"

a) If the child is correct, ssy, "Yes, you are correct. This
picture (point to #I) should come first. Can someone else tell us what

Nick' is doing?" Give the children a chance to talk about the action in
the pictures, and emphasise to them that of the three pictures this is what
Micky mould do first.

to) If the child is incorrect, say, "Bake, are you sure that of
these three pictures Micky would (describe action of the picture he chose)
first?" If he maintains his incorrect answer, allow another Child to Kelp
him. "Mary, can you help Mike pick the picture that should come first?" If
Misay, too, is incorrect, say, "Letts see if I can help you. Before Micky
(describe action of picture incorrectly chosen), he would have to (action of
licture #1). 5o, this picture 1point to 01) would be the first thing that
Micky would do."

h) Mow say, "Sally, oill you show us what Micky muld do after he
put on his hat? Which picture should follow the first one?"

a) If the child is correct, say, "Yes, that is right. Who
ean tell us 'hat Micky is doing now?" After a correct response, say,
"Yes, you are right. Micky is now (action of picture #2)."

to) If the child is incorrect, say, "Look again at our pic-
tures. Are you sure (action in picture' incorrectly chosen) should come right
atter Micky puts on 1iiti].3. allow
another child to help (follow the same procedure as in 3b).

c) When the correct picture has been pointed out, say, "Can
someone please tell us What Micky has done in these two pictures in the
order he should do them?" Allow the children to answer and then say, "Yes,
you are correct. First Nicky (action of picture #1) and then he (action
cd picture #2)1w
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Isogon Plan for Logical Sevier-min_ (continued)

5) Wow say', 'Mince we have only coo picture left, this nust be the
last thing that Vicky. will do. Johnny, can you tell us what tacky is doing
in this last picture?" Allow the child tins to respond and then say, nes,
now Nick, is (action of 13). Who can t-ell ne what Wicks should do in the
right order so le can go outsid.e (nix up the pistures)?"

6) Allow the children to do this and then say, loWers can 113170114

guess where Wicirl is going? Let the children discuss this yid thenssy,
NWhy don't we read the story and see what Nick, is going to do." -When
reading t he story emphasize the sequence a events.
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Lesson Plan for SequencIng Events After a Story

Materialss Storybook The Five Pennies, and three pictures taken
from the stogy (these pictures are labelled a, b, and c).

1) Reread the stogy to the children, again emphaeising the
sequence of events. When you are finished, place on a blackboard, or
some other appropriate surface, the three pictures'(a,b,c) in then=
order.

Then say, "You just saw these pictures in our stogy about
Nicky. Bat it looks as if I got them mixed up. They're not in the
ordor *Vita they happened, What Ilwant you to do is put them in the
order in which Nicky did them. Bat before we do this, let's talk about
what is happening in each picture."

Let the children talk about each picture and what is going
on (discuss the pictures in the order which you have them on the board,
not in the order they actually occurred in the story).

2) When the Chilirenhave discussed this, says "Now, Debbie,
can you tell us Aich picture of Nick, came first in our ,story?"

a) If the child is correct, says "les, BObbie, first
Micky did (action of_picture a)."

b) If the child is incorrect, says "Are yousure that
Nick, a i of icture the Oh incorriogy Chose) before the
other two pictures the 0 remains incorrect, call on another
child to help. If both children cannot get the right picture, awe
"Let me see if I can help you. In the stogy Nicky first(action of
gietl_u_rest. Can you point to the picture whiob shows this? That's
right. The first thing Nick, did was (action of picture a)."

3) Next ask the childrens "First Nicky did ,(action of a).
Wet did he do after this? Betty, canyon show us?"

a) If the child is correct, says "That's right. Afteilliuk,
did (action of 0), then he (action of b)."

b) If the child is incorrect, follow the same procedure
as 2b, stressing which picture comes; after picture a.

4) When the children have correcly identified picture t4 say,
"Since this picture (point tads) is the ably one left, it must be the
last thing Nicky did in these three pictures. What is the last thing
Nick, did? Susie, can you tell us?"

When a child has responded correctly, allow several Children to
put the pictures in order (mix them up again and then ask the children
to sequence them), as they describe the actions in the pictures.
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Appendix II

Curriculum Ob;activei Constructed by IVY Project Manager
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Curriculunstructed ?rojsct er

Visual Perception

Identifies printed name.

Identifies bcdy psrts (language describes function).

Identifies self, peers, teacher in a photograph.

Given a picture, a child cam identify at least h distinct objects.

Names missing parts from theyhole.

Selects missing parts from the whole.

The child can arrange pictures in order.

The child will state the order in which he follows a simple task.

The child will tell an event that happened before or after a given event.'

The child can group 3 pictures of similar ideas.

The child can make inferences from pictures about the actions, characters,
and settings.

The child can identify moods found in pictures.

Given three pictures, the child sal sequence them in left to right order.

Auditoryperception

Can distinguish likenesses and differences in sounds:

a. loud and soft
b. near and far
c. high and low
d. .difference in instruments
e. pitch

The child mill follow 3 verbal directions.

The child will hearand repeat sound sequences.

The child willrepeat a non-verbal sound pattern.

The child will identify rhyming elements in words.

The child All repeat a short oral direction.
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Curriculum Objectives (continued)

Concept Formation with VocabulmWorde

I. Classification

Same/ict the saaeldifferent

Some/all

Things go together because

II. Seriation

Blelittle (littler, bigger, wean taggero'biggest)

Large/imall

Tell/Short

Long/short

Fat/thin

Ordering numbers to five (firsts second, third, fourth, fifth)

Some/More/less with respect to nuiber groupings

Soft/hard (soft, harder, hardest)

Loudfiluiet

Fast/ilow

Smoothhough

Hot/cold

gesTalight

III. Spatial Relations

On/off

On top of/over/Under

Inbut

Into/nut or

Top/bottom

Above/below

In front of/in baCk of/behind
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Currifctivenontued
Beside/by/next to

Between

First/next/last
i

Up/doin

Forward/backward

Around/through

To/from

Forward/ow frost

SidewaTs

Across

Near/far

Close to/far from

IV. Temporal Rola tions

Start/go/stop

At the same time/now

Start/finish

Begin/end

First/last

Yost/again

A alitirt time, a shorter time

A long time* a longer time

;

1
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Appendix III

Day Care Observation Questionnaire
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Observation Cb cki for Day Care Centers

Daii7 Structure

1. le the morning divided into fixed 'activity wits (e.g., free play, story
time, pia time, etc.)?

^

2. Are activity units kept in a fixed order from day to day?

3. 14 the room set up for specific lessons before the children arrive?

4. Are specific lessOils planned for rather thea spontaneous?

U. Concept Inclusion

1. Do artistic activities (cut & paste, finger pain craft's) incorporate
any of the fallowing?

color shape sise body parts

animals other

2. Domotor skill activities (blocks, peg board) incorporate any of the
fallowing?

color shape size-. body parts

animals .other

3. Do mac activities incorporate any of the following?

color nhepe size ' body parts

animals other

4. Does story telling incorporate any of the following?

color shape size body parts

animals other

5. Is there a theme to the room (summer, colors, etc.)?

6. Are the morning's activities connected by a theme?

III. PerceAual.motor skills

1. Does the teacher Use sound discrimination lessons?

2. Does the teacher We texture discrimination lessons?

3. Are the children giventime outdoors?
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III. Perceptual-notor skills (continued)

4. Is there large muscle equipment available outdoors?

5. Is there large muscle equiposmt svailahle indoors?

IV.. DeveUpmental Awareness

. 1. Are children divided into age-appropriate groups for activities?

2. Are children divided into ability-appropriate groups for activities?

V. Disc:IA44e

I. Does the teacher scold children who misbehave?

2. Dees the teacher redirect attention when children misbehave or when there_
is conflict?

3. Aoes the teacher use rewarding or approving language?

4. Does the teacher use light physical punishment?
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